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sophical curfent, originating in  the  English  philosophy
(F. C. S. Schiller, of Oxford), which assigns a value to
"truth"  that is restricted  to  its  practical  efficacy and
usefulness, quite unconcerned about its contestability from
this or that standpoint.    It is characteristic that James
should introduce  his  presentation  of this  philosophical
view with just this very contrast of types, thus practically
establishing the necessity of a pragmatic point of view.
So the drama, which was already given us by the early
medieval   psychology,  is  repeated.     At that   time the
opposition was worded: nominalism versus realism; and
it was Aboard who attempted the reconciliation in his
sermonism or conceptualism.    But, since the understand-
ing of that day was entirely wanting in a psychological
point of view, his attempted solution turned  out to be
correspondingly one-sided in its purely logical and intel-
lectual bias,   James takes a deeper grasp; he conceives
the opposition psychologically, and, accordingly, attempts
a pragmatic solution.    It would, however, be unwise to.
cherish any illusions concerning the value of this solution;
pragmatism is but a makeshift, which may claim to be
valid only so long as no further sources are discovered
that could add fresh elements to the shaping of philo-
sophical   view-points,   other   than   the   possibilities   of
cognition which are shaped and coloured by temperament.
Bergson certainly has pointed to" intuition and  the
possibility of an intuitive method.     But  it  admittedly
remains merely an indication,    A proof of the method is
lacking and will not be so easily forthcoming, although
Bergson may point to his concepts of *' <Jlan vital" and
"dur£e cr6atrice" as the results of intuition.    Apart from
this intuitively conceived basic view, which  derives its
psychological justification  from   the fact  that,  even in
antiquity, particularly with neo-platonism, it was already
a thoroughly familiar combination of ideas, the Bergson

